Music Business Class Experience
My

experience of this class was absolutely amazing. Everything

Mr.Mize taught us about the music industry is only going to put us a step
ahead. We learned many things like networking with others and the
benefits of doing so, copyright, also how to pitch a product by marketing.
Two major things that I thought were unexpecting was when music
business helped out in the high school talent show, and how we are hosting
a East Central Indie Fest! We are getting full hands on, learning how to
work in a industry that's growing with new up comers. Many want to learn
how to stir their career into music and be successful. This class teaches us
exactly that!
What is really exciting about this program is pretty soon we are going
to have a Performing Art Center! That is where the real business is going to
go down. Mr.Mize said himself “We have a lot planned!”. We are basically
working with a professor. New ideas are on the rise for the youth and the
music business nationally! When working with him there is no telling where
this class is headed. In full seriousness this classroom will make a huge
difference.

Hopefully with this music festival this can spark a new wave of
creativity. We are the only school in this nation going to have a Indie Fest.
I'm really excited about this because not only we are the first to do this, we
are having bands from our own campus. This project is going to make a big
different to other projects because this involves a group of people wanting
to learn more about this.
I'm glad I can be part of a movement that is only going to grow in a
industry that sparks creativity into others. Music has always been apart of
my life and this class allows me to have the skills, experience, and
knowledge. For this to be all free is hard to believe, cause this class is a
collage course. Having this much opportunity can change the music
industry dramatically. My generation craves new music and new talent.
With this class generating in other states this can just mean that
there's going to be a big wave of art. Art that teens will dive with charisma
and a passion. Music can be heard around the world but allowing a
generation that will create with a passion will change everything.

